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RECOMMENDED CLASS A DRESS UNIFORM MODEL
Section 1 - Class A Uniform
1.1

Chief Officer

1.1.1

Coat - Black double-breasted, navy style with gold fire department buttons.

1.1.2

Pants - Black same material as coat.

1.1.3

Shirt - White long sleeved shirt without markings.

1.1.4

Hat - Black visor, white top, with a black border around base of hat. Gold chinstrap with
red blood line running through the middle commemorating the selfless heroics of those
who gave their all and to help us “Never Forget” 9/11/2001 and front hat badge
indicative of rank.

1.1.5

Collar Insignias - Gold, 5/8 inch diameter, bugles only no backing. Worn on the collar
of the coat only.

1.1.6

Sleeve Markings - The class A coat shall have sleeve markings indicative of the number
of bugles worn for the rank. Both arm sleeves to have stripes encircling entire sleeve.
Bottom of first stripe to be 2-1/2 inches, beginning from cuff. Stripes shall be gold and
1/2 inch and have 1/4 inch separation between stripes
5 Bugles
4 Bugles
3 Bugles
2 Bugles

1.1.7

(5) stripes
(4) stripes
(3) stripes
(2) stripes

Service Markings - The Maltese cross shall represent five years of active service and
shall be the same color as the sleeve markings. Crosses shall be in a row horizontally and
be 1/2 inch above the stripes. Crosses are to be worn on the right sleeve only.
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1.1.7.1 Military Service Marking – Honorably discharged veterans and active duty military
personnel may wear a single red stripe on the left arm only, ¼ inch above the last sleeve
marking.
1.1.8

Name tag - To be worn on uniform coat, centered over the right side of chest. Same
metal color as badge. All lettering shall be black, identifying the name and rank.

1.1.9

Tie - Black in color.

1.1.10 Badge - To be worn on left breast in badge holder of coat only.
1.1.11 Belt - Black in color, minimum width 1 inch, maximum width 1-1/2 inch.
1.1.12 Shoes - Black in color, plain toe dress style.
1.1.13 Department Patch - To be centrally located on both sleeves of the coat, with the top of
the patch to be 3/4 inch below the shoulder seam.
1.1.14 Retired Chief Officers – Retired Chief Officers with over 25 years service or more may
wear a retired insignia on the left arm ¼ inch above the last sleeve marking. The retired
Chief Officer insignia may be purchased from the WFC and consist of an R surrounded
by gold clover leafs between gold bars.

2.2

Line Personnel

2.2.1

Coat - Black double-breasted, navy style with silver fire department buttons.

2.2.2

Pants - Black same material as coat.

2.2.3

Shirt - White long sleeved shirt without markings.

2.2.4

Hat - Black visor, black top, silver chin strap with red blood line running through the
middle commemorating the selfless heroics of those who gave their all and to help us
“Never Forget” 9/11/2001 and front hat badge indicative of rank.

2.2.5

Collar Insignias - Worn by company officers. Silver, 5/8 inch diameter, bugles only no
backing. Worn on the collar of the coat only.

2.2.6

Sleeve Markings - The class A coat shall have sleeve markings indicative of rank. Both
arm sleeves to have stripes, encircling entire sleeve. Bottom of first stripe to be 2-1/2
inches beginning from cuff. Stripes shall be silver for company officer and blue for
firefighter. Shall be 1/2 inch wide and have 1/4 inch separation between stripes.
Captain
Lieutenant

(2) stripes
(1) stripe
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Firefighter
2.2.7

(1) stripe

Service Markings - The Maltese cross shall represent five years of active service and
shall be the same color as the sleeve markings. Crosses shall be in a row horizontally
and be 1/2 inch above the stripes. Crosses are to be worn on the right sleeve only.

2.2.7.1 Military Service Marking – Honorably discharged veterans and active duty military
personnel may wear a single red stripe on the left arm only, ¼ inch above the last sleeve
marking.
2.2.8

Name tag - To be worn on uniform coat, centered over the right side of chest. Same
metal color as badge. All lettering shall be black, identifying the name and rank.

2.2.9

Tie - Black in color.

2.2.10 Badge - To be worn on left breast in badge holder of coat only.
2.2.11 Belt - Black in color, minimum width 1 inch, maximum width 1-1/2 inch.
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